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For a few years now, I've been getting a red blotchy chest/neck rash in circumstances where I am drinking alcohol, anxious, nervous, excited, upset - really feeling. Allergic reactions will not
cause itching symmetrically on both legs. Likewise, there are no skin ir internal diseases of which
I am aware which cause symptoms of the. I am having a hard time making progress with a rash.
It started like very small itchy bumps then when turned hive like and similar to a medium to small
mesquto bits.
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not have any obvious rash. My skin has bumpier than normal and every so often I. Im currently 9
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Im currently 9 months. I started to notice the rash at my 7th month and i first thought i had like bed
bugs, because they looked like little bites.. I am having a hard time making progress with a rash.
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I am having a hard time making progress with a rash. It started like very small itchy bumps then

when turned hive like and similar to a medium to small mesquto bits. Allergic reactions will not
cause itching symmetrically on both legs. Likewise, there are no skin ir internal diseases of which
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